STEVE COUGHLIN

Endless Night
How we wanted you
to remain at the factory-your late shift never
to end, the building empty
except for you? How could it have been better,
you wandering forever
past the factory's silent machines, the threat
of their metal teeth resting, the stillness
of work gloves on workbenches? And always,
during each endless
minute, the sound of your boot steps
would echo on the concrete floor
sounding so different
from all your sleepless nights walking through our house
heavy with alcohol. You'd have wandered
past rows of safety
goggles hung from hooks, past the break room's
fluorescent light--the janitor never arriving
at five a.m. to empty
the trash, never dumping out the tin ashtrays forever
filled with ash.
Instead of your cold hand shaking me
awake in the blue-black night, the television downstairs
still blaring, your sleeplessness
becoming my sleeplessness, demanding I listen
to complaints about unpaid bills,
your wife--desperate for her own sleep-no longer allowing you into her bed,
how could we not have wanted
your car to remain alone
in the parking lot, the factory's red-brown
brick barely visible in the moonless sky?
Hours later morning would arrive
for us--not you--and we'd sit at the kitchen table
well rested, my schoolbag on the floor,
never recognizing your empty seat.
It would just be you forever shaking
locked exit doors, wandering past dirty restrooms
and vending machines, past beat-up
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lockers filled with sweat stained clothes, wandering
into offices filled with stacks of unsigned papers,
calendars with meetings circled in red,
black telephones without dial tones.
You'd place the mouth piece against your lips.
Your voice would call out your wife's name,
maybe mine. How could I not have wanted this?
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East Montana
Twenty miles outside of town Adam can't hear
the refrigerator's loud rattle, there's no hardware store
to walk the aisles holding a cracked sprinkler head. He drives north
up highway 21, past the cold sadness of failed towns. Adam understands the grey indifference of
factories, the grey-white smoke drifting from smokestacks.
He enters the safety of a cheap motel room--an ashtray on the nightstand,
a rectangle of fluorescent light from the bathroom. How many other anonymous bodies have slept
under these stained sheets? A man yells, a woman yells louder.
But none of it matters because tomorrow there's a different motel room,
takeout pizza, another man and woman in the room next door. Adam drifts
through the high plains, the rolling flatness. And what if she told him
there would be a child? What if she told him only a week before? None of it matters
in east Montana. Just roads where nothing
gets named, houses fall into ruin. Night brings cable television
with complimentary HBO. A free Styrofoam cup of coffee in the lobby.
He wanders the neon glow of a parking lot, 2:00 a.m.,
past a rusted car with Arizona plates, a pickup truck with a tarp covering
used furniture in the bed. The wind blows, a motel door slams
as Adam listens to eighteen wheelers rumble into darkness.
How could anyone--his Eve, your Eve--ever think different?
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